
Have you registered for 
Your Portal yet?
Managing your account online could 
not be easier, simply register today 
and get access to all of your property 
documents, view correspondence, log 
a maintenance request and make a 
secure payment. www.remus.uk.com/new-customers/new-portal
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• The benefits of choosing email correspondence
• Tips on safety with fireworks
• Nuisance neighbours? When to call the police
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Keeping your contact details 
up to date with us is vital, it 
will ensure that: 

You never miss important 
information from us 

You can register for your Customer 
Portal and manage your property 
online, and make safe and secure 
payments 

We can keep you up to date with 
latest information about your 
estate. 

It’s really important to keep up to date; no-one wants to 
miss any vital information about their property. 
There are times when we really need to reach you and relying on the 
postal system just is not the quickest way.  

• Email is instant
• Email is free
• Email is accessible anywhere with WiFi
• Email is better for you and the environment

It’s simply better by email: 
• Get all correspondence immediately
• Never miss a letter!
• Electronic records of documents and invoices
• Save yourself some time - and a few trees too!

So, if you haven’t already, please supply your email address 
to admin@remus-mgmt.co.uk and we will update your correspondence 
preference to ‘Email’. 

The email address that you supply can also be used to register (or login) 
to your Customer Portal – where you can access everything you need to 
manage your property safely and securely online.  

So, if it’s not been supplied, or you’ve recently changed your email 
address please let us know. 

FEATURE: How can we reach you?  
It’s better by email – but have we got your current email address? 

mailto:admin@remus-mgmt.co.uk
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Most of the time the environment we live in does not cause any issues, but from time to 
time there can be situations that are unpleasant, create a hazard, or may even cause a 
threat to our safety. 

Noisy neighbours 
Dealing with excessively noisy neighbours is a tricky issue. Whilst the legal documents 
relating to your property will often detail when noise should not be audible outside the 
property, common sense usually tells us what is acceptable and when to be more 
courteous and considerate of neighbours. In the first instance please do let your Property 
Manager know about the situation, and provide as many details as you can; offending 
property address, name (if you know it) dates, times, type of noise etc, whether it’s a one-
off or a repeated annoyance. The Property Manager will write to the resident and/or 
property owner informing them of the issue requesting it stops immediately. 

Any powers in dealing with noise nuisance are however limited if an initial written warning 
is not followed. Your local authority has quicker and stronger powers to deal with 
persistent noise nuisance matters. You can report this online by typing your postcode into 
the following link to go straight to the correct authority 

https://www.gov.uk/report-noise-pollution-to-council 

Please keep a diary of all dates, times and details of the noise as this will be required by 
the local authority. 

Drug activity 
For more serious matters such as any form of drug activity or homeless individuals living 
on your estate, you should take the following swift action: 

1. Immediately report to the police. The more reports they get from residents the more
important they will class the issue and increase patrols to the area going forward.

2. Report to your Property Manager so they can log the issue and look to see if we can
take any preventative measures to stop it happening in the future.

3. Make notes or take pictures that could be used as evidence if required.
4. Remember – acting fast can make a difference!

FOCUS ON: When things become a nuisance 
Here’s our advice on when to call the Police 

Having a nice place to live is 
something we all want and 
strive for. Our Property 
Managers consider this a 
vital aspect to achieve. 

Issues your Property 
Manager can attempt to 
resolve include: 

• Vandalism to green
spaces

• Broken gates in Play
Parks

• Littering
• Fly-tipping
• Overflowing bins
• Dog fouling

https://www.gov.uk/report-noise-pollution-to-council
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